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RANBIR Kapoor is
learning to navigate
his way through the
hazards of superstar-

dom. Recently, his Blackberry
crashed due to ‘message over-
load’ after his cell number got
‘leaked’ on Karan Johar’s chat
show, Lift Kara De. Armed
with a new number, he’s get-
ting back to business.

There’s an air of quiet
achievement around him. The
success of Raajneeti after last
year’s Wake Up Sid and Ajab
Prem Ki Ghazab Kahani has
consolidated his stocks in the
industry. The industry is hail-
ing him as the new king of the
box office. He isn’t impressed
with this new label. “Come on,
it’s all about the film at the end
of the day. I don’t take success
seriously just as I don’t take
failure to my heart,” he says.

We are seated in the out-
house of Krishna Raj, Ranbir’s
Pali Hill bungalow. He’s flash-
ing a new style statement in the
form of a goatee which he
terms as a “symbol of beroz-
gaari (joblessness)”. Kapoor’s
not been on a film set for over
two months after a marathon
two-month schedule in the
USA for Siddharth Anand’s
Anjaana Anjaani. He utilised
this time out to promote Raa-
jneeti, his first multi-starrer.
Looking back, Kapoor says
that it was an instinctive deci-
sion to act in the Prakash Jha
film. “I liked the world of Raa-
jneeti. I took the film’s script as
my Bible and organically
crafted the character of Samar.
I knew I had to do the film the
moment I heard the story,” he
says. That’s pretty much the
way he approaches all his
films. “I decide at the end of
the narration. If the story has

hooked me and if the world the
story is set in appeals to me,
then I instantly say yes. If you
wait, then unnecessary doubts
start to cloud your thinking.”

Similarly, Kapoor has taken
an instinctive decision to act in
the Kishore Kumar biopic. He
loved the script which is being
helmed by Anurag Basu. The
actor understands the chal-
lenge this one is going to be.
“Through this film we’ll be cel-
ebrating his life,his madness,
passion and work. But we want
to do it with dignity. We have
to be very careful because we
are talking about the country’s
biggest music legend. It’ll be
more of a challenge for me as I
have no musical talent whatso-
ever,” he says. As to his
favourite Kishore Kumar num-
bers, off the top of his head, he
lists: Khaike Paan Benaras
Waala, Ek haseena thi and
Mera jeevan kora kaagaz.

Hit Machine
After Raajneeti’s success, Ranbir Kapoor readies 

to play Kishore Kumar next

MANGAL DALAL

AS the adage goes, one
should never do business
with friends. With cou-

ples, there’s no need for an
adage; most corporate policies
will tell you that’s a bad idea. “It’s
not an ideal situation. I wouldn’t
recommend it,” says Hemant
Mehta of Ray’s Cafe & Pizzeria
in Bandra about his running the
restaurant with his wife, Rashmi.
The restaurant business is partic-
ularly stressful as it has a high
failure rate - especially in a fickle
city such as Mumbai. Add to that
unforgiving customers and the
fact that failures are glaringly
public, it all makes the trade
more stressful than many others. 

There are, however, reasons
that several couples do open
restaurants together, as seen re-
cently with Pali Village Cafe in
Bandra and Ray’s; older exam-
ples are Rahul and Malini Ak-
erkar from Indigo and Deepa
and Suhas Awchat from Diva
Maharashtracha. One of the
most important factors is trust;
“Other partners might react
badly to success (or failure).
Here you share the success,”
Rashmi points out. Rahul
Kanuga, one of three owners of
Valhalla that includes his wife,
Tricia Batliwalla, points out that
although that trust level is still
there with family members,
working with a spouse is better.
“If I worked with my father we

would constantly be at each
other’s throats; with family, we
share personality traits whereas
Tricia and I complement each
other better”. 

Other reasons are more spe-
cific to being in a relationship.
“Our ability to compromise as a
couple extends to the work-
place,” points out Mishali Sang-
hani, who opened Pali Village
Cafe with her fiancee Suren
Joshi. Sanghani acknowledges
that it would be hard to work with
someone else purely because “I
can be very difficult and stubborn
at times - I can’t be like that with
anyone else.” Rashmi and He-

mant agree that it is easier to be
open and honest with a spouse;
“Plus, I can scream at her,”
smiles Hemant. Tricia says that
couples already know how to
calm each other in volatile situa-
tions - this can be extended to the
work place. 

Working together naturally
brings about a new dimension to
the relationship. Couples learn
things they normally wouldn’t
about each other. “Rahul is
sweet, gentle and sensitive - I ex-
pected that to spill over to work -
but at times, he can be very deci-
sive and businesslike. At home,
he is more open to negotiation,”

Batliwalla smirks. Joshi says that,
“Mishali always used to yap
about her creativity. Now I’ve
seen that side of her. Plus, her
tantrums,” he nervously smiles. 

Being around each other con-
stantly naturally affects any rela-
tionship. Asked whether it  has
brought them closer (or more
distant), Rashmi says they’ve
been married too long for that to
matter. Kanuga acknowledges
that while he and Batliwalla
spend a lot of time together, they
spend a lot less quality time to-
gether. “We make it a point to go
on holiday every quarter”. Dis-
agreements are natural (“Some-

times he has stupid ideas,” says
Sanghani) and those need to be
dealt with professionally - not as
a couple would. Kanuga points
out that his relationship would
probably have suffered if they
hadn’t been together long; “ You
have to understand and be com-
fortable with the person.” One of
the hardest things - but also the
most important rule any couple
should keep in mind - is to not
take work home or bring home to
work. As Batliwalla says, “It
takes a lot of discipline. Even if
Rahul doesn’t get back to me
about something, I cannot bring
it up at home.”

High risk, high reward
We find out why couples would work with each other through the stress that is running a restaurant

Carry on
Carrie 

IF one goes by movie reviews, all of us should stay
away from Sex And The City 2, the flogged to
death story about four glamourous 40-some-

things in New York.  The movie, the second to follow
the hugely popular show on HBO was the first to cele-
brate agressive, sexually liberated women whose ex-
ploits might be considered shocking even by the most
emancipated societies of the West. 

Personally, I stopped reading movie reviews a long
time ago and rely completely on Facebook updates for
feedback on films. I prefer a real person’s point of

view to reading somebody
who’s paid to have an opinion,
hence is under pressure to find
flaws to prove they’re doing
their job. Nor am I interested
in a long winded thesis on how
the film compares with the di-
rector’s previous movies. I just
want to know if a movie is en-
tertaining, whether its worth
battling traffic for, or if its only
worthy of a DVD watch. 

SATC 2 has been universally
panned with the Daily Mail de-
scribing it as borderline racist.
Other reviewers have called it
contrived and straining under

a painfully thin plot. These accusations are not un-
founded, but really, nobody who’s going to watch
SATC 2 should be expecting an Oscar-winning, origi-
nal, edge-of-your-seat kind of flick. It is what it is: an
unabashedly, self congratulatory film with trendy
women emerging from Maybachs, clad in Chanel and
balancing on Manolo Blahnik shoes discussing men,
jobs and kids while sipping Cosmopolitans. Trite and
pretentious? Maybe. But the SATC audience already
knows that after watching the series and Part 1.

Besides, my Facebook updates paint an entirely dif-
ferent picture. One 30-something I know booked 20
tickets for her girlfriends and they tottered into a delhi
movie hall after two hours at an adjoining pub. She
says it was long, but she enjoyed it thoroughly. I guess
the drinks would have helped. Another update said it
was like an ad for the Middle East, but a good one. In-
cidently, despite the unflattering reviews, SATC 2 gen-
erated a record $32.1 million in its opening weekend
which is pretty outstanding considering it is a film
every critic hated. When it comes to box office returns
for Hollywood or Bollywood films, critics just don’t
matter anymore, since with Twitter and Facebook
everybody is a critic.  

In India, many of the award-winning Hollywood
films have absolutely no takers unless they’re on the
scale of Avatar. Sean Penn’s Milk survived barely a
week last year, and The Hurt Locker came and went
without causing a flutter. Precious, another Oscar-
winning film (that got rave reviews), about an obese,
sexually-abused black teenager with a kid with Down
Syndrome has been unable to find a distributor in In-
dia. SATC 2, meanwhile, has opened well in Delhi and
Mumbai. What does that say about us? We don’t like
too much reality on a Saturday night.
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